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Next meeting - February 23, 2011
Ragchew and Fleamarket: 19:30, Club meeting: 20:00
Ignatius of Loyola Parish Church
4455 West Broadway (corner of Terrebonne) in N.D.G. - Montreal
(Please enter by the back door)

Paul Iarrera on coil and Antenna Construction
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DIRECTORS
A Word from The
President
Hello,
As I write this there is little doubt that
it is winter. Life does carry on and
some of our members have been busy.
We'll be learning about Paul's coil and
antenna construction project at this
month's meeting and our Basic class is
in full swing. Congratulations are due
to one of our students, Howard Huang,
who along with his colleagues on the
Marianopolis College Robotics Team
did extremely well at the recent CRC
Robotics Challenge. Among other
things congratulations are due to them
for placing first overall. Congratulations Howard and company.
2012 will be the eightieth anniversary
of the founding of the Montreal Amateur Radio Club and I received word
that Radio Amateurs of Canada has
accepted the MARC offer to host the
2012 RAC AGM sometime during the
summer or early fall of 2012. We will
be looking at combining this with
some other type of event or events to
help celebrate the club's anniversary.

President:!

James R. Hay, VE2VE

!

!

514-697-7205

!

!

jrhay@HayA.qc.ca

Vice President:! Sheldon M Werner,
VA2SH
va2sh@marc.ca

Secretary:!
VE2NGH

George C. Hedrei,

Treasurer: Vernon Ikeda, VE2MBS
!

!

514-684-7944

!

!

ve2mbs@rac.ca

Directors:!
Craig Brander, VE2YGK
craigyul@total.net
Earl Paris, VE2ESP
ve2esp@marc.ca
John Lang, VE2SWE
ve2swe@marc.ca
Ron Campbell, VA2RJC
va2rjc@videotron.ca
Paul MacDougall, VA2YQ
mapletree@vdn.ca

Paul larrera, VE2OFH,

Club Call Sign: VE2ARC
Club Website: http://www.marc.qc.ca
Club Email:

ve2arc@rac.ca

Repeaters
VE2BG!!

147.06 MHz (+)

Owned and operated by Montreal
Amateur Radio Club. Located on the Point
Claire water tower.

Remember that the flea market is coming up on April 16 at the LaSalle Legion. If you want to sell of some of
your excess items let me know and I'll
put you on the list for a table.

VE2RED!

Well, that's all for now. I look forward
to seeing you at this month's meeting
which promises to be interesting.

Meetings of the Board of Directors are
open to any member to attend. Board
meetings are held on the first
Wednesday of the month (Sept. to
June) at 7:30 PM at the Montreal
Association for the Blind, 7000
Sherbrooke St. West.

73 de Jim.
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Should you wish to attend one of the
meetings you are welcome. Just speak
to one of the directors before-hand to
make certain that the meeting has
neither been cancelled, nor the
location changed.
The MarcOgram is published nine
times per year on the second to last
Wednesday of September through
June, excepting December, by the
Montreal Amateur Radio Club.
Advertising and copy deadline is one
week prior to publication.
Editor

ve2ofh@marc.ca

At the last meeting George Hedrei,
VE2NGH proposed participating in
this year's Field Day jointly with WIARC and CUARC. The Concordia
club has enthusiastic members who
need support and encouragement and
many of our members helped WIARC
last year so I hope that folks will support this effort which I hope will bring
out a few more folks for Field Day.

A

147.27 MHz (+)

Owned and operated by the Montreal
Amateur radio Club.

Meetings of the Board of
Directors

Sheldon M Werner, VA2SH
va2sh@marc.ca

Annual Fees are:
GeneralMembers...!

$25.00

Associate Members!

$25.00

White cane members!

$15.00

Family members (per family) $30.00
The membership year runs from
September 1 to August 31.
Membership received on or after June
1 commences immediately and
extends through the subsequent
membership year - covering a period
of up to fifteen months.
Articles published in the MarcOgram
may be reproduced provided credit is
given to the original author and the
Montreal Amateur radio club.
The opinions expressed herein are,
unless otherwise stated, solely those of
the authors concerned, and not those
of the Club, the Directors or members
and do not represent the policy of the
Club.

Club Activities - Monthly
Meetings
Club meetings are held on the last
Wednesday of the month. The meetings will be held in the Lounge which
is the rearmost door on the South side
of the building unless we have reason
to hold it in the Parish Hall which is
the first door on the South side of the
building. An informal flea-market and
ragchew session starts at 19:30 with
the formal meeting starting at 20:00.
STM buses 51, 162, and 105 stops at
or near the door!
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From the Editor’s Desk

“Urgent need for a Permanent Editor”!
Well as some of you may know, with
winter been at its peak, many of us are
indoors and either on hf or vhf/uhf.
Well due to the fact that I don’t have a
hf antenna set up yet, let alone my vhf/
uhf outdoors. So i’m on vhf/uhf, especially on the WIARC net Sunday
nights from 20:00-21:00 est.
Last week I decided to do cross band
repeat with my Kenwood TM-D710A
rig. I was using a mag-mount antenna
and a small ground plate in my shack,
while I was up-stairs with my ht operating. It all seemed to be working
great. 25w in the basement on crossband repeat and up-stairs on the ht at 5
watts. The system was really letting
me get into the repeater on 146.910 for
quite some time until a sudden and
complete loss of power. Well I went
down stairs to see what was the problem and you guessed it. The antenna
was “fried”, “melted in half” due to
the high demand of cross band repeat
and operating for close to 1 hour. The
good news was that the radio was not
damaged.
Moral of story. Don’t use improper
equipment nor use equipment in the
way it was not implemented to be used
in the first place.
Your editor..
Sheldon M. Werner,
VA2SH

Montreal Solder Spot.
Montreal Solder Spot
Une nouvelle initiative a pris son
envol dernièrement parmi les
membres de la communauté des
sans filistes. Un groupe de construction de projets reliés à la radio
amateur se forme autour des idées
marcOgram - February 2011
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de fraternité, et l'échange des techniques et conseils tout en construisant des projets pratiques dans une
ambiance de groupe.
Que vous connaissiez quel bout du
fer à souder tenir ou non, tout le
monde devrait y trouver son
compte. Ou peut-être, vous êtes un
opérateur chevronné avec plusieurs
projets déjà à son compte?
Alors vous allez trouver qu'aidez
des nouveaux initiés à améliorer
leurs connaissances serait une
expérience satisfaisante et enrichissante. Votre expérience serait la
bienvenue et vous trouverez un
groupe d'initiés enthousiastes qui
ne demandent pas plus que d'avoir
leurs énergies dirigées vers des
voies et projets productifs.
Ce projet est encore dans ses balbutiements et une première rencontre
pourrait avoir lieu ce printemps.
Si vous pensez que ceci est pour
vous, pourquoi pas enregistrer votre intérêt immédiatement en
envoyant un courriel à Paul Iarrera
ve2ofh@rac.ca . Signalez votre
intérêt tôt, car ceci assure votre
adhésion à la nouvelle liste de courriel qui devrait démarrer d'ici
quelques jours. Ainsi, vous ne
risquez pas de manquer les mises à
jours et avis au fur et à mesure
qu'ils sont émis.
A brand new and exciting initiative
seems to be taking hold amongst
the local amateur radio community,
in the willingness to form a project
group where HAM operators may
participate and exchange tips and
tricks while constructing various
radio related projects together in a
group setting. Whether you know
which end of a soldering iron to
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WANTED
SUPPORT FOR THE
MARCOGRAM
The editorial staff of this illustrious
monthly newsletter request the
support of our hams. It’s getting
increasingly difficult to obtain material that’s of interest to our membership and therefore provide
something that you all look forward
to read. We need activity news of
our local radio amateurs, I’m sure
we’d all like to know what you are
doing.
Please contact one of the following
with your news items and don’t
forget to include pictures.
President: James R. Hay, VE2VE
514-697-7205
jrhay@HayA.qc.ca
Vice President: Sheldon M Werner,
VA2SH
va2sh@marc.ca
Treasurer: Vernon Ikeda, VE2MBS
514-684-7944
ve2mbs@rac.ca
(submitted by the editorial board)

hold or not, the idea is to have
something for
everyone who is interested in participating. Or perhaps you are an
experienced operator with many
construction projects under your
belt? Well you will find that Elmering new HAMS is an enriching and
rewarding experience and your participation will be welcome in helping to direct the enthusiasm and
energy of an eager group.
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This project is just getting off the
ground and tentatively would have
it's first meeting sometime in the
spring. Why not get in on the
ground floor and share in the excitement? Any interested parties
may send an email to Paul Iarrera
at ve2ofh@rac.ca . The mail reflector for the group should be up in a
few days and sending an email now
will ensure you get on the mailing
list so as not to miss any future
updates.
73 de paul ve2ofh

“Tech-news”!
Technical News
Wi-Fi and mobile phone radio network speeds could double after scientists showed radio is able to send
and receive over the same frequency at the same time.
The technology would overcome
the problem best exemplified by
pilots having to say “over” each
time they take turns in talking over
radio, but it could also be applied to
wireless data networks, scientists at
Stanford University said.
Read more at:
http://www.pcpro.co.uk/news/3652
75/two-way-radio-breakthrough-do
ubles-wi-fi-performance

The Mobile Ham!
The mobile HAM
Since, last fall I've been working on
incremental improvements to my
ufh/vhf/hf mobile station.
Recent improvements include a
new dual bander rig for 2 meters
and 70cm. One of the features on
my new Kenwood D710a that I've
been having lots of fun with is the
APRS functionality and I'm saving
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my money for the new AvMAP
Geosat 6 automotive GPS unit
which sports a custom made Kenwood connector and two way
communications. So as the APRS
packets come in, the different stations will pop up on the GPS unit's
tactical display. Yes the 80$ unit I
have now is doing the job, and yet
seeing stations up on the map display of my GPS is a feature that to
me really makes the tactical radio
aspect of the system shine. The
AvMAP unit doesn't come cheap
though and at roughly 500$US it's
probably more gadget than I need
(oh but I love my gadgets). Next
up, an external DSP to cut down on
some of the spark plug noise I get. I
guess those engineers at GMC
wanted to make sure I have a nice
big spark to burn up all those liters
of gas I pump into the truck every
week.
Now some of you may ask, why the
second rig? After all, my IC7000 is
an all band radio and can
perform double duty as a 2 meter
rig. Well the answer to that is, distraction. You see about a month
ago I lost an argument with a rather
large tree and it made quite a mess
of my loading coil to the point
where my HF antenna was no
longer usable on any of the bands.
Montreal WX being such as it is, it
took about a month until the
weather would permit me to debug,
repair, remount and tune. I no
longer have taps on 40 and 80 meters, but I'm back in business on 20
meters and that will have to hold
me until the spring. In the 5 or 6
months I've been running off this
antenna, I've been spoilt with good
DX contacts and just generally having a ball on my way to and from
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the office every day. It got to the
point that I would no longer notice
the traffic and as long as there were
not too many trucks hanging
around to detune my antenna, I
have been more than happy to just
sit in the slow lane and chase DX.
Then all of a sudden, silence... I
could not hear, nor be heard and I
very quickly became stir crazy sitting in traffic everyday like an ordinary commuter. Waiting morosely for the weather to turn was
not much fun and I sensed my XYL
was about to lose patience with my
generally grumpy demeanor. I
don't mind telling you that the new
2 meter rig was an absolute necessity and may have even saved my
marriage HI HI... I bought the most
feature rich rig I could find and
until the weather changed, I spent
my time learning how to use the
new rig.
One of the hardest aspects of mobile operations I've been finding is
keeping track of my logs. This is
no easy matter when you are driving along at 100Kph. I tried putting a laptop in my truck and
quickly learned that glare from the
sun rendered it useless for a large
part of the time. My best solution
so far is to use a white board and a
dry erase marker to jot down my
contacts and retain the basic information that I required for my log, I
snap a pic of it all with my cell
phone and later, transcribe my
QSOs into the log. That works OK
except how do I tell the guy on the
other end of the ether that we last
talked in October of 2010? Especially with the occasional contact, I
cannot remember their name or
anything so even if we have talked
before, it's always brand new and
marcOgram - February 2011
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fresh for me. I would rather be able
to refer back to previous QSOs and
kind of pick up where we left off.
This of course is next to impossible
to do at 100Kph. When I find a
solution, I'll be sure to tell everyone...
Now logging software has been a
sticking point with me from the
start. I'm a bit of a Unix weenie
and as such most of my home (and
office) computing takes place on a
Linux desktop. Until recently, I've
been using xlog which is a basic
logging package with a GUI for
Linux users. However it really
would stick in my throat to see all
the fancy logging applications that
are more or less freely available for
the Windows platform and having
some of my ham buddies laugh at
my 1980s style QSO logger. That is
until recently, when I stumbled
across the open sourced CQRLOG.
I you are a Linux user and as I was
are discouraged with the state of
QSO logging for the platform, I
highly recommend you check this
package out. From the CQRLOG
web site:
CQRLOG is an advanced ham radio logger based on Firebird database. Provides radio control based
on hamlib libraries (currently support of 140+ radio types and models), DX cluster connection, QRZ
callbook (web version), a grayliner,
internal QSL manager database
support and a most accurate
country resolution algorithm based
on country tables developed by
OK1RR. CQRLOG is intended for
daily general logging of HF, CW &
SSB contacts and strongly focused
on easy operation and maintenance.
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I had a bit of a hard time importing
my logs from the xlog program, but
with a bit of tweaking of the
exported data, I was able to isolate
the problems and eventually got all
of my logs to load into the
software. Are you still stuck in the
1980s with your Linux logging
software? Point your web browser
at http://www.cqrlog.com/ and give
CQRLOG a whirl. I think you will
be pleasantly surprised.
73 de paul ve2ofh

Show-off. “Call for
photos”!
Call For Photos
The marcOgram wants to see how
you've set up your shack. If you
have photos of your station that
you would like to share, the marcOgram would like to see them. A
rarely seen old radio or maybe a
home brew rig that you are particularly proud of? Send us pictures of
your operating position and show
us what you've done. We know that
every ham likes to have his stuff
setup just so and we are betting
there are as many different configurations as there are hams. So send
your pics to va2sh@rac.ca and
we will be thrilled to publish them
in a future issue.

Hamfest Listings!
Burlington Spring Flea Market
Burlington Amateur Radio Club
Saturday, February 26, 2011
http://www.barc.ca/home.htm
HAM-EX™ 2011
Saturday March 26, 2011
http://www.ham-ex.ca
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Canada’s Top Amateur Radio &
Electronics Showcase and Sale
HAM-EX is a Trademark of the
Peel Amateur Radio Club, and is
hosted by the Peel Amateur Radio
Club and the Mississauga Amateur
Radio Club
15th annual Iroquois FleaMarket
Saturday, April 2, 2011
Iroquois Civic Center
Exit 738 from the 401
Opening times: Vendors 8 am,
Public 9 am.
Cost: Admission is FREE. Table
rental $10 SEE:
http://rac.eton.ca/events/detail.php?
event_ID=1458
CONTACT: va3tufham@aol.com
2011 DURHAM REGION AMATEUR RADIO HAMFEST
Saturday, April 16, 2011
NEW LOCATION !!!
Pickering Recreation Complex,
1867 Valley Farm Rd., Pickering,
ON
(Just one block east of Pickering
Town Centre). 401 exit # 399 to
Brock Road (not Street) in
Pickering. North on Brock to
Highway 2, go west (left) on
Highway 2, south (left) on Valley
Farm Road.
SEE: http://drhamfest.tripod.com/
Montreal Spring Fleamarket Marche aux Puce de Montréal
Saturday, April 16, 2011
http://www.marc.qc.ca/fest/fest.htm
l
Winnipeg Amateur Radio Club
Spring Flea Market
Winnipeg Amateur Radio Club Inc.
Sunday, April 17, 2011
5
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Winnipeg, MB
http://www.mts.net/~warc/
27th Annual Smiths Falls Flea
Market
Rideau Lakes Amateur Radio Club
inc.
Saturday, May 14, 2011
http://ve3rlr.dyndns.org
Downeast Fleamarket sponsored by
Halifax Amateur Club
Saturday MAY 14, 2011
Info: tgaum2@ns.sympatico.ca
Tables: VE1NN@rac.ca
Central Ontario Hamfest & Fleamarket
Guelph ARC & Kitchener-Waterloo
ARC
Sunday, June 5, 2011
Cambridge, Ontario
http://www.hamfest.on.ca/

HAMFEST 2011
Sponsored by the Brantford Amateur Radio Club
Saturdaly August 20, 2011
Information: ve3sxb@rac.ca
Website: http://://www.ve3ba.com
Ottawa Amateur Radio Club 15th
Annual Hamfest
Ottawa Amateur Radio Club, Inc.
Saturday, September 10, 2011
Ottawa (Carp), ON
http://www.oarc.net/fleamarket/
NEAR-Fest IX
Friday April 29th and Saturday
April 30th 2011
0900 Friday through 1500 Saturday
Deerfield Fairgrounds - Deerfield
NH, USA
6
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Airship. “Amateur Radio
Enthusiasts Celebrated
A Hundred Year Old
Event”!
Amateur radio enthusiasts around
the world recently joined in a special event to mark a double centenary in the history of wireless communications. On 17 October 2010,
members of the Chelmsford Amateur Radio Society transmitted from
the Marconi Hut at Sandford Mill
Museum using a special event callsign to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of the first advertised airborne wireless and the first air-sea
rescue involving wireless.
They commemorated a series of
events that began in 1906 when 52
year old American writer and explorer Walter Wellman purchased a
non-rigid dirigible airship from
Mutin Godard in France with the
intention of becoming the first person to reach the North Pole by air.
The attempt was abandoned, but
Wellman set about planning the
first crossing of the Atlantic by airship with the help of balloonist and
inventor Melvin Vaniman, who set
about enlarging and refining the
airship, which had been named The
America.
Aware of the use of wireless on
board ships, Wellman contacted the
Marconi Wireless Company of
America who supplied him with
equipment manufactured in England and arranged for one of their
employees, 26 year old Australian
Jack Irwin, to operate it. It was installed in a waterproof cupboard in
the lifeboat that hung below the
airship's gondola.
On the morning of 3 September
1910, the America's gas envelope
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was inflated with 9,760 cubic meters of hydrogen, produced by mixing 80 tons of sulphuric acid with
60 tons of iron filings in a vat. After many tests and trials, and a gale
that threatened the whole mission
by almost destroying the wooden
structure housing the airship, the
crew were ready to take off from
Atlantic City on 28 September.
Alongside Wellman, Vaniman and
Irwin were navigator Frederick
Murray Simon, and mechanics Albert Louis Loud and John Aubert.
Early attempts to launch were
thwarted by bad weather, but on 15
October the America finally set off.
Soon after take-off, however, one
of its two engines failed and had to
be jettisoned. Then, 38 hours into
the journey, the second propeller
engine failed and the America was
at the mercy of the wind. Three
days into the trip, and being blown
in the wrong direction, hope of getting across the Atlantic faded away
and survival was the only thing on
the crew's mind.
On 18 October Irwin descended
into the lifeboat and made a ‘CQD'
distress call, but without success.
His next step was to take a small
electric torch and start signalling in
Morse that the America was in
trouble and needed help. His signal
was eventually answered by the
RMS Trent, a ship that would not
normally have been 350 miles off
the Norfolk coast but which luckily
for the America's crew was making
a detour to Antilla in Cuba.
Once it had been confirmed that the
America had wireless, the Trent's
operator was woken up and, in a
world first, instant communication
was established. After sending a
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last message - "We are going to
launch the boat.
Stand by to pick us up." - Irwin cut
the America's aerial and earth
wires, put watertight doors over the
openings of the wireless cupboard,
and stood by.
After a series of maneuvers, the
crew got near enough to the Trent
to catch a line and climbed to
safety by rope ladder while their
lifeboat and all the wireless equipment were winched aboard. Despite
not achieving their main objective,
their 72 hour, 1008 mile voyage
had been the longest powered flight
in history to that date. On their return to New York they were given a
ticker tape welcome.
The first crossing of the Atlantic by
an airship was not achieved until
July 1919, when the R34 took 108
hours to travel from East Fortune in
Scotland to Mineola, Long Island.
It immediately made the return
journey to Pulham in Norfolk in
just 75 hours.
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Walter Wellman never flew again
and died February 1934 aged 75.
Frederick Simon did cross the Atlantic many years later as a Commander with the White Star Line
when aged 54 he travelled on the
first crossing of the Atlantic from
Germany to North America aboard
the Airship Hindenburg on 6 May
1936. The crossing took three days
and landed at Lakehurst, New Jersey. Two years after The America's
flight, Melvin Vaniman persuaded
the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company to build the gas bag for an airship that would be known as The
Akron in honour of the company's
home town and would use the recovered lifeboat from the America.
On 2 July 1912, after a series of
test flights, Vaniman, his younger
brother, Calvin, Walter Guest, Frederick Elmer and George Bourillion steered the Akron up and away
from its Atlantic City hangar.
The airship had hardly crossed the
coast when, 150 meters up in the
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air, the 11,300 cubic meters of hydrogen in the gas bag caught fire
plunging the crew to their deaths.
The lifeboat was salvaged from the
shallow waters and shipped back to
Goodyear where it was stored for
98 years before being donated to
the Smithsonian Institute on 10
June 2010. Unfortunately there is
no trace of the Wireless equipment
which was involved with the rescue
of the America.
Thanks to the Chelmsford Amateur
Radio Society (CARS), chairman
John Bowen MIET (G8DET) for
providing this information. More
information available from:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ameri
ca_(airship)
Ron Campbell, VA2RJC
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Sun erupts with the
most powerful solar
flare in years!
Sunspot 1158 Produces Largest
Flare of Solar Cycle 24; CME
Headed Toward Earth
TAGS: magnetic fields, NASA’s
Solar Dynamics, radiation, radiation storms, radio, radio waves, solar atmosphere, solar cycle, Solar
Cycle 24, solar equator, solar flare,
solar flux index, solar terrestrial
relations observatory, sunspots,
Sun’s southern hemisphere, x-ray
flares
02/15/2011
Over the past few days, there has
been a lot of activity on the Sun.
On Sunday, February 13 at 1738
UTC, sunspot 1158 unleashed an
M6.6-level blast and on Tuesday,
February 15, the same sunspot unleashed an X-class flare, the
strongest solar flare in more than
four years. On Monday, the solar
flux index reached 113, the highest
yet in Solar Cycle 24, dropping
down to 112 for Tuesday. It is expected to continue to be at least 100
for the next few days.
The source of this activity -- sunspot 1158 -- is growing rapidly
(click here to watch a video of the
sunspot’s progression over a 48
hour period). Sunspot 1158 is in the
Sun’s southern hemisphere, which
has been lagging behind the northern hemisphere in activity for Solar
8
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Cycle 24. This active region is now
more than 100,000 km wide, with
at least a dozen Earth-sized dark
cores in the group. More Earthdirected eruptions are likely in the
hours ahead.
According to Spaceweather.com,
Sunday’s eruption produced a loud
blast of radio waves that was heard
in shortwave receivers. That website reported that a New Mexico
amateur radio astronomer recorded
these sounds at 19-21 MHz, calling
it “some of the strongest radio
bursting of the new solar cycle.”
On Tuesday at 1516 UTC, the same
sunspot unleashed an X2.2-class
flare; X-flares are the strongest
type of x-ray flare, and this is the
first such eruption of Solar Cycle
24; the last X-class flare was December 13, 2006 (click here to
watch a movie of this X-class solar
flare). NASA’s Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO) recorded an
intense flash of extreme ultraviolet
radiation. The expanding cloud
may be seen in this movie from
NASA’s STEREO-B spacecraft.
In addition to flashing Earth with
UV radiation, data from data from
NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Relations
Observatory (STEREO) and its Solar Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO) show that the explosion
also hurled a coronal mass ejection
(CME) toward Earth. Geomagnetic
storms are possible when the CME
hits the Earth’s magnetic field on or
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about February 16, and auroras are
possible.
What does this mean to radio amateurs? When the CME hits the
Earth’s atmosphere, the low bands
will be depressed and signals will
be weaker the lower the frequency.
The absorption rate will be most
severe on 160 meters, less on 80
and somewhat better on 40 meters.
The maximum usable frequency
(MUF) -- the highest frequency by
which a radio wave can propagate
between given terminals by ionospheric propagation alone, independent of power -- will be lower
and auroral propagation on the
VHF bands is quite possible.
“Sunspot 1158 is firing off all sorts
of flares and causing disruptions to
the geomagnetic field,” said H.
Ward Silver, N0AX, who edits the
ARRL Contest Update. “Depending on how active it remains over
the next couple of days, there may
be significant impact to HF propagation for the ARRL International
DX CW Contest this weekend. The
length of the disruption by the
CME is unknown. A head-on collision with a lot of plasma will keep
things unsettled all weekend, while
the recovery from a glancing blow
or smaller amounts of plasma may
occur relatively quickly. Polar path
propagation on Friday morning will
be the best indicator of conditions
before the contest begins. Those
operating on 10 meters at all the
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multi-multi stations are holding
their collective breaths!”
What Is a Solar Flare?
A solar flare occurs when magnetic
energy that has built up in the solar
atmosphere is suddenly released.
Radiation is emitted across virtually the entire electromagnetic
spectrum, from radio waves at the
long wavelength end, through optical emission to x-rays and gamma
rays at the short wavelength end.
The amount of energy released is
the equivalent of millions of 100megaton hydrogen bombs exploding at the same time.
Solar flares extend out to the layer
of the Sun called the corona. The
corona is the outermost atmosphere
of the Sun, consisting of highly
rarefied gas. This gas normally has
a temperature of a few million
Kelvins. Inside a flare, the temperature typically reaches 10 or 20 million Kelvins, and can be as high as
100 million degrees Kelvin. The
corona is not uniformly bright, but
is concentrated around the solar
equator in loop-shaped features.
These bright loops are located
within and connect areas of strong
magnetic fields called active regions. Sunspots are located within
these active regions and solar flares
occur in active regions.
The frequency of flares coincides
with the Sun’s 11 year cycle. When
the solar cycle is at a minimum,
marcOgram - February 2011
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active regions are small and rare
and few solar flares are detected.
These increase in number as the
Sun approaches the maximum part
of its cycle. According to NASA,
the Sun will reach its next maximum this year, give or take one
year.
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Thanks to NASA,
Spaceweather.com and
SolarCycle24.com for the information.
Source ARRL Feb 16, 2011.

Scientists classify
solar flares accordREMEMBERING RADIO:
ing to their x-ray
A LOOK BACK AT 1930s RADIO
brightness. There
Would you like to be part of
are five categories
an upcoming book?
of solar flares: XThe Remembering Radio project is collecting memories
class flares are big;
from Canadians. This is a program supported by
these flares are maa federal grant and being conducted by
Dr. Anne MacLennan of York University in Toronto.
jor events that can
trigger planet-wide
Over 78 years old?
radio blackouts and
Have family over 78 years old? Join us!
long-lasting radiaWhat do you remember about 1930s radio?
tion storms. Mclass flares are
Be part of a national research project!
medium-sized and
Make YOUR memories a part of history!
can cause brief radio blackouts that
If you would like to participate, please contact us at
amaclenn@yorku.ca
affect Earth’s polar
(416) 736-2100 ext 33857
regions; minor rarememberingradio.yorku.ca
diation storms
sometimes follow
an M-class flare. Compared to Xand M-class events, C-class flares
are small, with few noticeable consequences here on Earth. A- and Bclass solar flares are not even noticeable on Earth. Each category for
x-ray flares has nine subdivisions:
C1-C9, M1-M9 and X1-X9. A
brighter solar flare has a higher
number, so an M6 solar flare is
brighter than an M2 solar flare.
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PO Box 67063-Lemoyne
St-Lambert, Quebec
J4R 2T8
tel/fax :450-671-3773
sans frais - toll free in Canada
1-800-463-3773
email : info@radiohf.ca
Web: http://www.radiohf.ca
Specialists in shortwave radio, scanners, amateur
radio, FRS/GMS, CB radio, antennas, accessories
and publications since 1995.1995.
Les spécialistes en radio ondes courtes, balayeurs
d'ondes, radio-amateur, dispositifs radio domestiques
(DRD/GMS), la bande publique (CB), antennes, accessoires et publications, depuis 1995

SHORTWAVE & AM/FM RADIOS / RADIOS ONDES COURTES & AM/FM
A.O.R., ALINCO, GRUNDIG/ETON, ICOM, JRC, S.G.C., YAESU
SCANNERS / BALAYEURS D'ONDES
A.O.R., ALINCO, ICOM, UNIDEN/BEARCAT, WINRADIO
AMATEUR RADIO / RADIO-AMATEUR
ALINCO, ICOM, KENWOOD, RANGER, S.G.C., YAESU
CITIZENS BAND (CB) / BANDE PUBLIQUE (CB)
ASTATIC, COBRA, GALAXY, K40, MACO, PARADYNAMICS, RANGER, ROAD NOISE, SHAKESPEARE,
SOLARCON/ANTRON, UNIDEN, VALOR/PRO-AM, WILSON, WORKMAN
FRS & GMRS TWO WAY RADIOS / FRS ET GMRS PORTATIFS UHF
COBRA, GARMIN, ICOM, MOTOROLA
ANTENNAS / ANTENNES
ALPHA DELTA, ARROW, BUTTERNUT, COMET, COMPROD, CUBEX, CUSHCRAFT, DIAMOND, FIRESTICK, FORCE 12, HUSTLER, HYGAIN, ISOTRON, LARSEN, MALDOL, MFJ,
MIRACLE ANTENNA, OUTBACKER, PRYME, RADIOWAVZ, TENNADYNE,
VALOR/PRO-AM, WORKMAN
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS / PRODUITS SPECIALISES
AMERITRON, ASTRON, BENCHER, CONNECT QUICK, DAIWA, D.C.I., GARMIN, GEOCRON, HEIL,
KANTRONICS, KIWA ELECTRONICS, L.D.G., MAGELLAN, MAHA, MFJ, MIRAGE, NYE VIKING, OPTOELECTRONICS, OREGON SCIENTIFIC, PALOMAR, PALSTAR,
PRYME, RF CONCEPTS, R.F. SYSTEMS, RIGBLASTER, S.G.C., TIMEWAVE, UNADILLA,
VECTRONICS, VIBROPLEX, WEST MOUNTAIN RADIO
PUBLICATIONS / PUBLICATIONS
AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE (ARRL), ARTSCI, BAYLIN PUBLICATIONS, BILLBOARD (WRTH),
CQ, CRB, HIGHTEXT, IBS (PASSPORT), KLINGENFUSS, KRAUSE, LOOMPANICS, NATIONAL RADIO
CLUB, RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK, RADIO AMATEURS DU
QUEBEC, SCHIFFER BOOKS, SONORAN, TAB, TIARE

NATURE BOOKS / LIVRES DE LA NATURE

SIBLEY GUIDES, PETERSON FIELD GUIDES, NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
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